INTRODUCTION

Orbital elements of the eleven pairs chosen from Fifth Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binary Stars
have been calculated from the short arcs, 20 -50 years ago. The recent observations of the pairs ADS 2531 and ADS 5707 considerably deviate from the orbits given in the above catalogue. For the remaining 9 pairs, the residuals relative to the new observations are systematically increasing. For this reason new orbits were calculated.
The preliminary orbit of CHARA 130 was calculated from the nine observations published in CHARA 3 catalogue.
RESULTS
The basic data, elliptical and vectorial orbital elements, dynamical parallaxes and masses (Ange0lov, 1993 (Ange0lov, , 1996 of the analyzed pairs are presented in Table 1 , along with the Hipparcos parallaxes of eight pairs. Table 2 . contains the observations and corresponding residuals (O-C). In this Table the quadrant changes are indicated by . The ephemeris for the next ten years are given in Table 3 . The graphical presentations of the observations and orbits are given in Figs. 1 -12.
The obtained dynamical parallaxes of the pairs in H-R main sequence diagram are in good accordance with the corresponding Hipparcos parallaxes. According to our results, CHARA 130 has a significant inclination and small semiaxes, and can but briefly be observed during its 17-year period. The recalculated periods of ADS 1393, ADS 6126, ADS 6532, ADS 6623, ADS 11247 and ADS 16914 are significantly shorter (2-3 times) than their old periods (see the list below). The shortening of the periods is due to decrease of the curvature radii of the observed arcs which are better defined by the new observations.
Analysis of the pair ADS 2531 observations between 1973.93 and 1984.95 indicates that quadrant of these observations are to be changed.
The above results show that the long-period orbits are to be tested from time to time, even in the case when the deviations of the last observations are not significant, because even the small, but systematic, deviations could involve significant period changes. 
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